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1 IntroductionThe Chinese Remainder Theorem states that a positive in-teger m is uniquely speci�ed by its remainder modulo krelatively prime integers p1; : : : ; pk , provided m < Qki=1 pi.Thus if we pick n > k relatively prime integers p1 < � � � < pnsuch that m < Qki=1 pi, then the remainders of m mod-ulo the pi's form a redundant encoding of m. Speci�-cally, m can be recovered given any k of the n remain-ders. Thus this representation of integers yields a natu-ral error-correcting code: given any two integers m;m0 <Qki=1 pi, the sequences f(m mod p1); : : : ; (m mod pn)g andf(m0 mod p1); : : : ; (m0 mod pn)g di�er in at least n� k + 1coordinates.This redundancy property of the Chinese remainder repre-sentation has been exploited often in theoretical computerscience. The Karp-Rabin pattern matching algorithm isbased on this redundancy [20]. This representation was usedto show the strength of probabilistic communication over de-terministic communication protocols (cf. [23, Exercise 3.6]).The representation allows for easy arithmetic | addition,multiplication, subtraction and division | on large inte-gers and was even proposed as a potential representationfor numbers in computers1 . The ability to reduce compu-tation over large integers to that over small integers is alsoemployed in complexity-theoretic settings, with a notableexample being its use in showing the hardness of computingthe permanent of 0=1 matrices [40].The redundancy of the Chinese remainder representation ofintegers and its similarity to error-correcting codes raises anatural algorithmic question:Given a sequence of integers hr1; : : : ; rni thatare obtained from taking residues of an integerm < Qki=1 pi modulo relatively prime integersp1 < � � � < pn, where some of the residues areerroneous, can we �nd m?If the number of residues that are erroneous is less thann�k2 , then m is uniquely speci�ed by the vector hr1; : : : ; rni.However this fact is not algorithmic { it is not clear how torecover m in polynomial time (i.e., in time polynomial in n1Unfortunately, it does not allow for easy inequality comparisons| which is presumably why it was not employed.



and log pn). Even in the case where the number of errorse is larger (but not larger than n � pnk), there exists asmall list containing all integers whose Chinese remainderrepresentations di�er from the vector hr1; : : : ; rni in at moste coordinates [16]. Again it is not clear how to recover thislist in polynomial time.In this paper we present e�cient algorithms for solving theabove problems. Speci�cally we provide polynomial-timealgorithms for the following two tasks:21. Unique Decoding: Given n relatively prime integers p1 <� � � < pn; n residues r1; : : : ; rn, with 0 � ri < pi; andan integer k; �nd an integer m < Qki=1 pi satisfying(m mod pi) 6= ri for at most (n � k) log p1log p1+log pn valuesof i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, if such an integer exists. (Theorem 6.)2. List Decoding (for large error): Given n relatively primeintegers p1 < � � � < pn; n residues r1; : : : ; rn, with 0 �ri < pi; and an integer k; construct a list of all integersm satisfying m < Qki=1 pi and (m mod pi) = ri for atleast q2n(k + 2) log pnlog p1 + k+32 + 2 log n = �(qnk log pnlog p1 )values of i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. (Theorem 11.) (We commentthat this list contains at mostp2n=k integers; cf., [16].)In the context of coding theory, our algorithms add a newdimension to the family of codes that are e�ciently cor-rectable. The known examples of asymptotically good error-correcting codes with e�cient algorithms can be classi�ed inone of two categories:1. Algebraic codes: These are codes de�ned using the prop-erties of low-degree polynomials over �nite �elds andinclude a wide variety of codes such as Reed-Solomoncodes, BCH codes, Alternant codes and algebraic-geometry codes. Such codes admit e�cient error-correction algorithms; in fact all the algorithms (forunique-decoding) are similar in spirit and can be uni-�ed quite nicely [31, 22, 10].2. Combinatorial codes: A second class of codes with ef-�cient decoding algorithms evolve from combinatorialconcepts such as expanders, super-concentrators etc.Examples of this family include the codes of Sipser andSpielman [36], and Spielman [37]. In both cases, thedescription of the code is captured by a graph; and theexistence of a decoding algorithm is then related to com-binatorial properties of the graph.Our work provides the �rst example of a number theoreticcode that is e�ciently correctable. To the best of our knowl-edge - this is the only example which does not fall into oneof the two classes above.Our algorithms are obtained by abstracting from knownparadigms for correcting algebraic codes: The �rst of our al-gorithms abstracts from a large collection of (unique) error-correcting algorithms for algebraic codes [32, 4, 30, 42]. Infact, an elegant uni�cation of these results (see [31, 22, 10] orthe full version of this paper [15]) provides the inspiration forour algorithm. The second algorithm described above ab-stracts from the recent works on \list-decoding" algorithms2In fact, the �rst task can be performed in nearly linear time (The-orem 16).

[3, 38, 35, 18]. We stress however, that the translation ofthe above mentioned algorithms to our case is not immedi-ate. In particular, the usual \interpolation" methods, thatcome in very handy in the algebraic case are not applicablehere. In fact our code is not even linear in the usual senseand so linear algebra is not applicable in our case. Thus forsolving analogies of \simple" problems in the algebraic case,we employ integer programming algorithms (in �xed dimen-sions) [25] for the Unique Decoding task, and the approxi-mate basis reduction algorithm (in varying dimension) [24]for the List Decoding task. Our �nal algorithms achievedecoding capabilities comparable to those in algebraic casesand in particular, if pn = pO(1)1 we can decode uniquely froma constant fraction of errors. We also get a list-decoding al-gorithm to recover from n� o(n) errors, provided k = o(n).Permanent of random matrices One motivation for study-ing the Chinese remainder representation of integers was tostudy the \random self-reducibility" property of the perma-nent [26].The standard presentation of this property �xes a primep > n + 1, and consists of a randomized reduction of com-puting the permanent modulo p of a given n � n matrixto computing the permanent modulo p over uniformly dis-tributed n�n matrices. Thus we are taking a two parameterproblem (such as Quadratic Non-Residuosity and DLP) andthe process of self-reduction �xes one parameter (here, theprime p) and randomizes over the second (here, the matrix).This is analogous to the results of [17, 6] but not to the re-cent result of Ajtai [1]. Thus, unlike Ajtai's result, the aboveonly relates the average and worst case complexities of com-puting the permanent modulo p for any �xed p. What wewant is a relation between the average and worst case com-plexities, when average-case complexity refers to all parts ofthe input.Consider, for example, the product distributionon pairs (M;p), parameterized by size n, where pis a uniformly distributed n-bit prime and M is auniformly distributed n-by-n matrix with 2n-bitentries.A naive analysis of the complexity of the permanent on suchinstances would work as follows. Suppose we have a heuris-tic to compute the permanent on instances from the abovedistribution. Then, given any pair (M;p), pick at randommany primes p1; : : : ; pt, and then compute the permanentof M modulo pi for every i. In each case use the random-self-reducibility of the permanent modulo pi to reduce thecomputation of the permanent of M modulo pi to n + 1\random" (but not independent) instances of the permanentmodulo pi. If the heuristic does not make errors very often(say has error probability less than 13(n+1)t ) then with highprobability (resp., probability at least 2=3) all calls to theheuristic get answered correctly. Thus if t is large enough(e.g., t = O(n) will do), then (applying the Chinese Remain-der Theorem) we obtain the value of the permanent of M(over the integers), and can now reduce this modulo p to getthe desired output.However the reduction as described above is not very tol-erant of errors. This problem has been addressed before inthe case of one of the two parameters, namely in the choiceof the matrix: The results of [13, 14, 38] imply that if for



any prime p, the heuristic computes (M;p) on even a tinybut non-negligible fraction of the instances correctly thenthe permanent can be computed correctly on worst case in-stances of matrices, but over the same �xed prime p.Our result complements the above, by allowing a similartreatment of the second parameter as well. Thus by combin-ing the two results, we get the following natural statement(see Theorem 14):If there exists a heuristic that computes thepermanent of a random pair (M;p), from theabove distribution, with non-negligible probabil-ity (over the choice of (M;p)), then P#P = BPP.In independent related work, Cai et al. [9], provide an al-ternate formulation of the average-case hardness of the per-manent, which is also hard on all parts of the input. Theyconsider the hardness of computing the permanent directlyover the integers. They show that if a BPP algorithm com-putes the permanent (over the integers) of a random n � nmatrix with its entries chosen uniformly from among n-bitintegers with non-negligible property then P#P = BPP. Infact their techniques also extend to providing an alternateproof of Theorem 14 that does not use the decoding algo-rithm for the Chinese Remainder code.Organization of this paper: In Section 2 we de�ne the Chi-nese Remainder Code. In Sections 3 and 4 we give decodingalgorithms for the Chinese Remainder Code, for small andlarge error, respectively. Section 5 gives the application tothe permanent, and in Section 6 we describe an improved(nearly linear time) decoding algorithm for small error, andgive an application of the Chinese Remainder Code to secretsharing.2 The Chinese Remainder CodeNotation: For positive integers M;N , LetZM denote theset f0; : : : ;M �1g, and let [N ]M denote the remainder of Nwhen divided by M . Note that [N ]M 2ZM.De�nition 1 (Chinese Remainder Code) Let p1 <� � � < pn be relatively prime integers, and k < n an inte-ger. The Chinese Remainder Code with basis p1; : : : ; pn andrate k is de�ned for message spaceZK, where Kdef= Qki=1 pi.The encoding of a message m 2ZK, denoted Ep1;:::;pn (m),is the n-tuple h[m]p1; : : : ; [m]pni.Thus the Chinese Remainder Code does not have a \�xedalphabet" (the alphabet depends on the coordinate posi-tion) and it is not linear in the usual sense (as the naturalarithmetic here is done modulo pi for the i'th coordinate).Distance of a code can however be de�ned as usual; i.e., thedistance between two \words" of block length n is the num-ber of coordinates on which they di�er; and the distance ofa code is the minimum distance between any pair of dis-tinct codewords. The distance properties of this code arevery similar to those of Reed-Solomon and BCH codes; andfollow immediately from the Chinese Remainder Theorem:

Theorem 2 (Chinese Remainder Theorem | CRT)If q1; : : : ; q` are relatively prime positive integers andr1; : : : ; r` are integers such that ri 2 Zqi, then there ex-ists a unique integer r 2 ZQì=1 qi such that [r]qi = ri.Furthermore, r = hPì=1 ci �Qi � riiQ, where Q = Qj̀=1 qj ,Qi = Q=qi, and ci is the multiplicative inverse modulo qi ofQi.Corollary 3 For any n relatively prime integers p1; : : : ; pnand any integer k < n, the Chinese Remainder Code withbasis p1; : : : ; pn and rate k has distance n � k + 1. That is,for any two messages m1;m2, the code words Ep1 ;:::;pn (m1)and Ep1 ;:::;pn (m2) disagree on at least n�k+1 coordinates.Thus if p1; : : : ; pn are all (1+o(1))� logn-bit primes, then theinformation rate and the distance of the Chinese RemainderCode are comparable with those of the Reed-Solomon codeor the BCH code. For our purposes, it is more useful toconsider a variant of the notions of block length, rate anddistance as de�ned below.De�nition 4 (amplitude) For a Chinese RemainderCode with basis p1; : : : ; pn and rate k, the amplitude of theencoding is de�ned to be N = Qni=1 pi; the amplitude ofthe message space is de�ned to be K = Qki=1 pi. For vec-tors ~v = hv1; : : : ; vni and ~w = hw1; : : : ; wni 2 Zn withvi; wi 2Zpi, the amplitude of the distance between ~v and~w is de�ned to be Qi:vi 6=wi pi. The amplitude of agreementbetween ~v and ~w is de�ned to beQi:vi=wi pi. Notice that theproduct of the amplitudes of agreement and distance equalsthe amplitude of the encoding.It is easy to see that if the distance between ~v and ~w is d, andthe amplitude of the distance between ~v and ~w is D; thend log p1 � logD � d log pn. In case of traditional codes thatare de�ned over �xed alphabets, i.e., p1 = p2 = � � � = pn, dis directly proportional to logD and hence there is no needto consider the latter separately. In our case, the latterparameter provides a more re�ned look at the performanceof the algorithms. From the Chinese Remainder Theorem itfollows immediately that the amplitude of distance betweenany two codewords is larger than N=K.Our goal is to solve the following error-correction problems(for as large an error parameter as possible).The Error-correction/List decoding ProblemGiven: (1) n relatively prime integers p1 < � � � < pn andrate parameter k specifying a Chinese Remainder Code; (2)n integers r1; : : : ; rn, with ri 2Zpi and an error-parametere.Task: Find (all) message(s) x 2ZK, where K = Qki=1 pi,s.t. [x]pi 6= ri for at most e values of i.It follows from the distance of the Chinese Remainder Codethat the answer is unique if e < n�k2 . In this case the prob-lem corresponds to the traditional error-correction problemfor error-correcting codes. If e is larger, then there may bemore than one solution. We will expect the algorithm toreturn a list of all codewords x with at most e errors.



3 The Decoding Algorithm for Small ErrorThe �rst algorithm we present is a simple algorithm to re-cover from a small number of errors. The algorithm recov-ers from error of amplitude at mostpN=K. Translating toclassical measures this yields an error-correcting algorithmfor e � (n� k) log p1log p1+log pn (and in particular, if pn = pO(1)1 ,then the algorithm can handle a constant fraction of errors).The algorithm is described below formally. The inspirationfor the algorithm comes from a general paradigm for decod-ing of many algebraic codes (see [31, 22, 10] or the full ver-sion of this paper [15]). Given a received word hr1; : : : ; rnithat is close to the encoding of (a unique) message m, thealgorithm Unique-Decode tries to �nd two integers y andz such that y � m = z. To this end it �rst reconstructsthe integer r 2ZN that corresponds to the received wordhr1; : : : ; rni (i.e., [r]pi = ri, for every i). It then searchesfor integers y and z such that y � r � z (mod N) (whereN =Qni=1 pi), and both y and z are of bounded sizes. In theanalysis of the algorithm we show that the equality (mod-ulo N) between r � y and z together with the restrictions onthe sizes of y and z implies that y �m is equal to z (overthe integers). Furthermore, (as we show in the full ver-sion of this paper [15]), y has the following error-detectionproperty: For every index i such that ri 6= [m]pi , it holdsthat [y]pi = 0, and moreover, the message m can be recon-structed from the remaining ri's Though we do not use thisproperty explicitly in the algorithm described below (as wellas in its analysis), it can be used to obtain a variant of thealgorithm, (described in [15]), which is more clearly relatedto the general decoding paradigm.Unique-Decode(p1; : : : ; pn; k; r1; : : : ; rn).Set K = Qki=1 pi, N = Qni=1 pi, and let E be an integerto be determined later.Let r 2ZN be s.t. ri = [r]pi (as de�ned by CRT).1. Find integers y; z s.t.1 � y � E0 � z < N=Ey � r � z (modN) ) (1)2. Output z=y if it is an integer.The above algorithm can be implemented in polynomialtime in the bit sizes of p1; : : : ; pn. Step 2 is straightfor-ward. The main realization is that Step 1 can be computedusing an algorithm for integer programming in �xed num-ber of variables, due to [25]. To see how to formulate ourproblem in this way, we let the �nal equality be expressed asy � r = z+ x �N . Our task thus reduces to computing y andx s.t 0 < y � E and 0 � y � r� x �N < N=E. In Section 6.1we show how this task can actually be performed in nearlylinear time (using the \continued fractions method").We now analyze the performance of this algorithm. We �rstdescribe it in terms of the amplitude of the distance betweenthe message m and the received word r.

Lemma 5 If r is such that for somem 2ZK the amplitudeof the distance between hr1; : : : ; rni and h[m]p1; : : : ; [m]pniis at most E, and E < pN=(K � 1), then Unique-Decode(p1; : : : ; pn; k; r1; : : : ; rn) returns m.We prove the lemma using the following two claims.Claim 5.1 Under the premises of Lemma 5 there exist y; zsatisfying Eq. (1).Claim 5.2 Under the premises of Lemma 5, for any pair(y; z) satisfying Eq. (1) it holds that y �m = z.We prove the two claim momentarily, and �rst show howLemma 5 follows from the claims.Proof of Lemma 5: By Claim 5.1, Step 1 of the algorithmalways returns a pair (y; z) satisfying Eq. (1). By Claim 5.2,any pair (y; z) that may be the outcome of Step 1 satis�esy �m = z. Thus z=y =m is an integer and the output of thealgorithm is m.We now prove Claims 5.1 and 5.2.Proof of Claim 5.1: Let y = Qfijri 6=[m]pi g pi (so that yequals the amplitude of the distance between hr1; : : : ; rniand h[m]p1 ; : : : ; [m]pni), and z = y � m. Then notice thaty 6= 0, and y � E, and so the �rst item of Eq. (1) holds.Since m � K � 1, we have z = m � y � (K � 1) � E.Using E < N=((K � 1)E) (so that (K � 1) � E < N=E),and since z � 0, the second item of Eq. (1) also holds.Finally, by CRT, the condition y � r � z (mod N) holdssince the condition holds modulo every pi: For any �xedi 2 f1; : : : ; ng, either ri = [m]pi or [y]pi = 0. In either case,we have z = ym � yr (mod pi).Proof of Claim 5.2: For every i s.t. [m]pi = ri, we havey �m � y � [m]pi � y � ri � y � r � z (mod pi) :Thus, by CRT, y � m � z (mod T ) where T =Qfi j [m]pi=rig pi � N=E is the amplitude of the agreementbetween hr1; : : : ; rni and h[m]p1 ; : : : ; [m]pni. But z < N=Eand m � y � (K � 1)E < N=E. Thus z =m � y.As an immediate consequence of Lemma 5, and the obser-vation relating amplitudes of distance to classical distance,we get the following theorem.Theorem 6 Unique-Decode(p1; : : : ; pn; k; r1; : : : ; rn) solvesthe error-correction problem in polynomial time for anyvalue of the error parameter e � (n � k) log p1log p1+log pn , withthe setting E =Qni=n�e+1 pi.



Proof: Using N = Qni=1 pi, K = Qki=1 pi and E =Qni=n�e+1 pi, Lemma 5 can be applied if E2 � N=K(as N=K < N=(K � 1)). Namely, it su�ces that(Qni=n�e+1 pi)2 � Qni=k+1 pi, which is equivalent toQni=n�e+1 pi � Qn�ei=k+1 pi. In turn this condition holds ifpen � pn�k�e1 . The theorem follows by taking logarithms ofboth sides.4 Decoding for Large ErrorIn this section we will describe an algorithm that recov-ers from possibly many more errors than described in theprevious section. In particular, if we �x k = �n and letn!1, the fraction of errors that can be corrected goes to1�q2� log pnlog p1 . As � ! 0, this quantity approaches 1. Thisalgorithm is inspired by the recent progress in list-decodingalgorithms [3, 38, 35, 18]. Our algorithm and analysis followthe same paradigm, though each step is di�erent.The algorithm List-Decode can be viewed as a generalizationof Unique-Decode. In both algorithms, given the receivedword hr1; : : : ; rni, the algorithm �rst �nds, using CRT, aninteger r 2 ZN corresponding to the received word (i.e.,[r]pi = r for every i). In Unique-Decode the algorithm thenattempts to �nd integers y and z (restricted in size), suchthat y � r � z (mod N), and outputs z=y. In other words,the algorithm searches for integers y; z satisfying y �r�z � 0(mod N), and outputs the (unique) root of the (degree-1) polynomial y � x � z. In List-Decode, the algorithm in-stead searches for a sequence of integers c0; : : : ; c` (of cer-tain bounded sizes), such that Pi ciri � (mod N) andoutputs all roots of the polynomial Pi cixi. As we showsubsequently, the increase in the degree of the polynomialthat the algorithm searches for (together with the particu-lar restrictions on the sizes of its coe�cients) allows us todecode for much larger error.List-Decode(p1; : : : ; pn; k; r1; : : : ; rn).Set N = Qni=1 pi; K = Qki=1 pi; and F = 2 `+22 � p`+ 2 �N 1`+1 �K `+12 , with ` to be determined shortly.Let r 2ZN s.t. [r]pi = ri for every i (as de�ned by CRT).1. Find integers c0; : : : ; c` satisfying80 � i � l jcij � FKis.t. Pì=0 ciri = 0(modN)hc0; : : : ; c`i 6= ~0 9=; (2)2. Output all roots of the integer polynomial C(x) =Pì=0 cixi.The running time of Step 2 above is bounded by a poly-nomial in n; `; logN and log F (one can use LLL's algo-rithm for factoring polynomials over the integers if required,though faster algorithms exist for this simpler task of \root-�nding"). We need to show how to implement Step 1.

Mainly the idea is to set up a lattice whose short vectorscorrespond to small values of the coe�cients ci's. We show�rst that very small vectors of this form exist; and then usethe basis reduction algorithm of LLL to �nd short (but notshortest) vectors in this lattice; and this will su�ce for Step1.Lemma 7 (Algorithm for Step 1.) ci's as required inStep 1 of List-Decode exist and can be found in polynomialtime.Proof: We set up an `+2-dimensional integer lattice usingbasis vectors v0; : : : ; v` and w described next. Let M be avery large integer (to be determined later as a function ofN and `). For j 2 f0; : : : ; `+ 1g, the jth coordinate of thevector vi, denoted (vi)j is given by:(vi)j = ( Ki if j = iM � ri if j = `+ 10 otherwise.The vector w is zero everywhere except in the last coordinatewhere (w)`+1 =M �N .A generic vector in this lattice is of the form u =Pì=0 civi+dw, for integers c0; : : : ; c` and d. Explicitly the jth coordi-nate of u is given by:(u)j = � cjKj 0 � j � `M � (Pì=0 ciri + dN) if j = `+ 1:We are interested in showing that this lattice contains\short" vectors whose last coordinate equals 0, and everyother coordinate has absolute value at most F (thus satisfy-ing Eq. (2)). Furthermore, we would like to show that suchvectors can be found e�ciently. To his end, we �rst provethe following technical lemma.Lemma 8 For integers r;N if B0; : : : ; B` are positive in-tegers such that Qì=0 Bi > N , then there exist inte-gers c0; : : : ; c`, such that jcij < Bi, hc0; : : : ; c`i 6= ~0 andPì=0 ciri � 0 (mod N).Proof: Consider the function f : ZB0 � � � � �ZB` !ZN given by f(c0; : : : ; c`) = [Pì=0 ciri]N . Since the do-main has larger cardinality than the range, there existdi�erent hd0; : : : ; d`i and he0; : : : ; e`i s.t. f(d0; : : : ; d`) =f(e0; : : : ; e`). Setting ci = di � ei, we get jcij < Bi,Pi ciri = 0, and hc0; : : : ; c`i 6= ~0 as required.Using Lemma 8 with Bi = N 1`+1 � K `+12 �i, we observethat the lattice de�ned above has a (short) non-zero vec-tor (where the ci's are as guaranteed by the lemma and d =�Pì=0 ciri=N) with the last coordinate identically 0, andeach other coordinate has absolute value at most Bi �Ki =N 1`+1 �K `+12 . Thus, the L2-norm of this vector is at mostp`+ 2 �N 1`+1 �K `+12 . By using the \approximate shortestvector" algorithm of [24], we �nd, in polynomial time, a vec-tor of L2-norm at most F = 2 `+22 �p`+ 2 �N 1`+1 �K `+12 . For



su�ciently large M (any M > F will do), all \short" vec-tors (i.e., with L2-norm at most F ) have a last coordinateidentical to 0, and thus yield a sequence of ci's satisfyingPi ciri � 0 (mod N) and jci �Kij � F . This sequence isas required in Step 1.Now we move on to Step 2 of List-Decode. We argue nextthat any solution to the list-decoding problem is a root ofthe polynomial whose coe�cients are given by any solutionto Step 1. Instead of performing the analysis in terms of theamount of error in the received word, we do so in terms ofthe amount of agreement with some message.Lemma 9 If r is such that for somem 2ZK the amplitudeof the agreement between hr1; : : : ; rni and h[m]p1 ; : : : ; [m]pniis greater than 2(`+ 1)F , and c0; : : : ; c` are integers satis-fying Eq. (2), then Pj̀=0 cjmj = 0 (i.e., m is a root of thepolynomial C(x)).Proof: We �rst observe that since the cj's are small,Pj cjmj is small in absolute value:�����X̀j=0 cjmj����� � (`+ 1) �maxj fjcjmjjg� (`+ 1) �maxj fjcjKjjg� (`+ 1) � F:Now we observe that for i such that [m]pi = ri it holds thatX̀j=0 cjmj � X̀j=0 cj[m]jpi � X̀j=0 cjrji � X̀j=0 cjrj � 0 (mod pi):De�ne P = Qfijri=[m]pi g pi. By CRT, Pj̀=0 cjmj � 0(mod P ). Since the sum Pj̀=0 cjmj has absolute valueat most (` + 1)F , the hypothesis P > 2 � (` + 1)F impliesthat the sum is identically zero as required.As an immediate consequence of the last two lemmas, weget a proof of the correctness of List-Decode. The followingproposition describes the performance in terms of amplitude(for any choice of `).Proposition 10 For any choice of the parameter `, List-Decode(p1; : : : ; pn; k; r1; : : : ; rn) produces a list of up to ` in-tegers which includes all messages m 2 ZK such that theamplitude of agreement between h[m]p1; : : : ; [m]pni and ~r isat least 2(` + 2)3=22 `+22 N 1`+1K `+12 .Proof: By Lemma 7, ci's satisfying Eq. (2) exist and arefound in Step 1. By Lemma 9, any m as in the lemma is aroot of the polynomial Pj cjxj, and thus is included in theoutput.The following theorem is obtained by optimizing the choiceof the parameter ` in the above proposition. See the fullversion of this paper [15] for its proof.

Theorem 11 List-Decode(p1; : : : ; pn; k; r1; : : : ; rn) with pa-rameter ` = lq 2n log pnk log p1 � 1m solves the error-correctionproblem in polynomial time, for e < n�q2(k + 3)n log pnlog p1 �k+62 .Remark: If k=n = �, then the above theorem indicates thatapproximately 1 �q2 � � log pnlog p1 � � � � �=2 fraction of errorscan be corrected. In particular this fraction approaches 1 as�! 0.5 The Permanent of Random MatricesIn this section we show that computing the permanent of arandom matrix modulo a random prime is very hard. Thedistribution of matrices and primes we consider is the fol-lowing:D is an ensemble of distributions fDsg where Ds consistsof pairs (T; p) where T is an s � s matrix whose entries arechosen uniformly and independently fromZ22s, and p is aprime chosen uniformly fromZ2s.The distributional problem we consider is: Given a ran-domly chosen pair (T; p) from Ds, compute the permanentof T modulo p. We show that no polynomial time algorithmis likely to have inverse polynomial probability of solvingthis distributional problem.Lemma 12 ([2] following [28]; cf., [8]) Supposethere exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A0 anda polynomial r : Z! Zsuch that on input M , an s � smatrix of 2s-bit integer elements, A0(M) outputs a list ofr(s) integers such that the permanent of M is included inthis list (with probability at least, say, 12 over the internalcoin tosses of A0). Then P#P = BPP.We complement this lemma with an algorithm that utilizesa subroutine for computing the permanent on random in-stances, and uses it to compute a list of values of the per-manent on worst-case instances.Lemma 13 Suppose there exists a polynomial time algo-rithm A and a function � : Z! [0; 1] such that for everypositive integer s,Pr(T;p)2Ds [A(T; p) = [perm(T )]p] � �(s):Then there exists a randomized poly(s=�(s))-time algorithmA0 that on input an s� s matrix M with entries fromZ22s,outputs a list of at most O(1=�(s)4) integers, which includesthe permanent of M with high probability.Proof: Assume, w.l.o.g, that when given a pair (T; p), al-gorithm A �rst reduces each entry of T modulo p. Ouralgorithm for reconstructing the permanent of any s-by-smatrix, M , is given below:



Algorithm Perm(M).� Parameters n = poly(s=�(s)), n0 = O(s=�(s)2)� Uniformly select n random primes p1; : : : ; pn in theinterval [2s=2; 2s].� For i = 1 to n do /* try to obtain [perm(M)]pi */Subroutine Mod-Perm(M;pi).{ Uniformly select an s � s random matrix R withentries fromZpi.{ For j = 1 to n0 do /* try to obtain [perm(M +jR)]pi */Let vj = A(M + j �R; pi);{ Reconstruct a list of all degree s univariate poly-nomials ff1; : : : ; f`0g that satisfy fh(j) = vj forat least an �(s)=16 fraction of the vj's.{ Uniformly select a random h 2 f1; : : : ; `0g and setri = fh(0)./* with probability poly(�(s)) (taken over thechoice of pi and the internal coins of Mod-Perm), we will have ri = [perm(M)]pi */� Reconstruct a list of all integers x � s!2s2 such that[x]pi = ri for at least t = O(�(s)4) � n of the i's, andoutput this list. Namely, apply List-Decode with pa-rameters p1; : : : ; pn, k = 6s (as K = s!2s2 < 23s2 and8i; pi � 2s=2), and r1; : : : ; rn.The polynomial reconstruction step may be performed usingthe algorithm of [38], which requires n0 � 2s � (�(s)=16)�2.(To recover polynomials of degree s from a list of values atn0 places, the algorithm requires the agreement t0 to sat-isfy t0 > p2sn0.) The reconstruction of integers satisfy-ing the Chinese Remainder Property uses Theorem 11 andworks when n = 
(s=�(s)8). (Here to recover all sequenceswith agreement t out of n places, the algorithm requirest = 
(pkn) = 
(psn).)Let Ps denote the set of primes in the interval [2s=2; 2s].Let D0s be the distribution over pairs (T 0; p0) where p0 ischosen uniformly in Ps (rather than among the primes inZ2s, as de�ned by Ds), and then T 0 is chosen uniformlyfrom the set of s� s matrices with entries fromZp0 (ratherthan by reducing modulo p0 a matrix with entries chosenindependently and uniformly in Z22s). We notice that thestatistical di�erence between the two distributions is at mostO � 2s=2=(s=2)2s=s �+ s2 � 2s22s , which is negligible (where the �rstterm comes from the probability that in Ds a prime smallerthan 2s=2 is selected, and the second from uneven wrap-around in the reduction modulo a prime). In particular thisimplies thatPr(T 0 ;p0)2D0s �A(T 0; p0) = [perm(T 0)]p0� � �(s)2 :Say that a prime p0 (from Ps) is good ifPrT 02Zs�sp0 �A(T 0; p0) = [perm(T 0)]p0 ]� � �(s)4 :

A simple counting argument shows that at least �(s)=4 frac-tion of the primes in Ps are good.For any �xed good prime p0, and for any j 2 f1; : : : ; n0g, wethus have thatPrR2Zs�sp0 �A(M + jR; p0) = [perm(M + jR)]p0� � �(s)4(recall that we assume that when given a pair (T; p), algo-rithm A �rst reduces each entry of T modulo p). Say thata matrix R is compatible with p0 ifPr � ���j : A(M + jR; p0) = [perm(M + jR)]p0	 �� > �(s)16 n0�> �(s)16 ;(where the probability here is taken only over the coin ipsof A). It is not hard to verify that the probability that arandom R is compatible with p0 is at least �(s)=8. It followsthat for any good p0,Pr �Mod-Perm(M;p0) = [perm(M)]p0� � �(s)8 � �(s)16 � 1̀0where the �rst term (�(s)=8) is the probability that R iscompatible with p0; the second (�(s)=16) is the probabilitythat A returns the correct output for at least �(s)=16 frac-tion of the j's (so that the polynomial reconstruction canwork), conditioned on R being compatible; and the thirdterm (1=`0) is the probability of selecting the correct indexh. As `0 � 2 � (�(s)=16)�1 (cf., [38]), the above probability is
(�(s)3).Recall that the probability that each pi (uniformly selectedin Ps) is good is at least �(s)=4. Hence, the probability, takenover the choice of pi and the random coin ips of Mod-Permthat Mod-Perm(M;pi) = [perm(M)]pi , is 
(�(s)4). Finally,since the success events of the various i's are independent,by applying a Cherno� bound, we get that with high prob-ability, the number of pi's for which ri = [perm(M)]pi is atleast 
(�(s)4) � n. In this case List-Decode will succeed inreconstructing a list that includes perm(M).By combining Lemma 12 and Lemma 13 we getTheorem 14 Suppose there exists a polynomial time algo-rithm A and a positive polynomial function q :Z!Zsuchthat for every positive s,Pr(T;p)2Ds [A(T; p) = [perm(T )]p] � 1q(s)Then P#P = BPP.Remark 15 A quick examination of the proof shows thatthe theorem continues to hold if the distributionDs is alteredso that the primes are chosen uniformly from Zf(s), andthe entries of the matrix are chosen uniformly fromZf2(s),where f is any super-polynomial function. For f(s) > 24s2 ,there exists a simpler argument which does not use the CRTdecoding algorithm (see [15]).



6 Improvements and Applications6.1 Nearly linear time algorithms for the CRT CodeIn this section we review some well-known results whichyield fast algorithms for tasks associated with the CRT code.In particular, there exist nearly linear time algorithms forencoding and for decoding with (n � k) log p1log p1+log pn errors.The following theorem summarizes these results.Theorem 16 For relatively prime integers p1; : : : ; pn, letb = Pni=1(1 + blog2 pic). Then the following tasks can beperformed in time O(b logc b) for some constant c:1. Encoding: Given k � n and m < Qki=1 pi, compute([m]p1; : : : ; [m]pn).2. Decoding without errors: Given k � n and (r1; : : : ; rn),ri 2Zpi, compute m < Qki=1 pi such that [m]pi = rifor every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, in case such m exists.3. Decoding with errors: Given k � n and (r1; : : : ; rn),ri 2Zpi, compute m < Qki=1 pi such that [m]pi 6= rifor at most (n�k) log p1log p1+log pn values of i 2 f1; : : : ; ng,in case such m exists.Parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 16 follow immediately from thefact that the Chinese remainder representation can be com-puted and inverted in nearly linear time (cf. [7, Theorems4.5.3 and 4.5.8]). These results in turn follow from nearlylinear time algorithms due to Schonhage and Strassen [33]for multiplying and dividing two integers. (These algo-rithms are combined with a binary-tree structure in whichthe residues modulo individual pi's are associated with theleaves and the residue modulo Qni=1 pi is associated with theroot.) So we just need to prove Part (3); that is, we showthat the algorithm Unique-Decode can be implemented innearly linear time.A nearly linear time implementation of Step 2 (i.e., com-puting z=y) follows from the nearly linear time algorithmfor integer division of Schonhage and Strassen [33] and fromthe fact that both z and y are at most b-bits long. Thus, wefocus on Step 1. In this step we wish to compute y and zsubject to the Eqn. (1). Equivalently, given N;E and r, wewish to �nd integers x; y such that1 � y � E; x � 0; and 0 � y � r � x �N < N=E: (3)In turn the above can be rewritten as:1 � y � E; x � 0; and xy < rN < xy + 1y �E : (4)Setting � = rN , the above problem is that of approximatinga rational � from below by another rational number xy withdenominator no larger than E. (In particular the approxi-mation should be within an additive factor of less than 1y�E .)This will be done using the \continued fractions method",and speci�cally algorithms due to Knuth [21].We briey introduce some notation and summarize knownresults regarding continued fractions. We follow the descrip-tion in Lovasz [27, pages 9{12]. Given a positive real �,

consider the sequence a0; a1; : : : ; de�ned as follows: �0 = �and a0 = b�0c. For i = 0; 1; : : :, if �i = ai then the sequenceterminates, else we de�ne �i+1 = 1�i�ai and ai+1 = b�i+1c.Let CF(�) denote the sequence (a0; a1; : : :). It is well knownthat this sequence has �nite length if and only if � is ra-tional. Furthermore, for every �nite sequence (a0; : : : ; al)of integers ai � 1, there exists a unique rational number �such that CF(�) = (a0; a1; : : : ; al). We use CF�1(a0; : : : ; al)to denote this �. Turning to algorithmics, we recall thatthe function CF can be computed and inverted in nearlylinear time [21]: That is, if � is given as the ratio oftwo n-bit integers, then CF(�) can be computed in timeO(n logO(1) n). Conversely, given a sequence of integers(a0; : : : ; al) with bit lengths summing to n, a pair of integersp; q such that p=q = CF�1(a0; : : : ; al) can also be computedin time O(n logO(1) n).The properties of the continued fraction representation thatare of interest to us are the following. For rational �, let(a0; a1; a2; : : : ; al) = CF(�). For 0 � i � l, let gihi =CF�1(a0; : : : ; ai). Then the following facts hold (see [27,pages 9{12] for proofs):(CF1) The hi's are monotonically increasing.(CF2) The gi's and hi's satisfy gi+1 �hi�gi �hi+1 = (�1)i =sgn ��� gihi �. In particular it follows that j�� gihi j �1hi �hi+1 for every i.(CF3) For any integer E, let k be the largest index suchthat hk � E. Let j = jE�hk�1hk k, �def= gkhk , and�0def= gk�1+j�gkhk�1+j�hk g. Then,1. the number � lies between �1 = minf�; �0g and�2 = maxf�; �0g (each being a rational with de-nomenator at most E); and2. every rational lying strictly between �1 and �2has a denominator strictly larger than E.It follows that �1 is the largest rational less than �with denominator at most E.We show that �1 as in (CF3) necessarily satisfy Eqn. (4), incase some y0; x0 satisfying this equation do exist. Further-more, we show that in case � = r=N and r; N are given, �1can be found in almost linear time. This yields the algo-rithm we were looking for. We comment that �1 is the bestrational lower bound on � = rN with denominator boundedby E. That is, y; x satisfy xy � �, y � E and every rationalbetween xy and � has denominator greater than E.Proposition 17 Let E be an integer and � be a number sothat 1 � y � E; x � 0; and xy � � < xy + 1y �E (5)has a solution. Then the rational �1 as in (CF3) is a solu-tion. Furthermore, given b-bit integers r; N;E, and setting� = r=N , it is possible to compute the rational �1 in timeO(b logc b).



By the premise of Part 3 of Theorem 16 (concerning the ex-istence of m as desired), and Claim 5.1, we know that thereexists a solution to Eqn. (5). Part 3 of Theorem 16 followsusing the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6.The proof of Proposition 17 is given in the full version ofthis paper [15].6.2 Secret Sharing based on CRTWe present a new scheme for secret sharing. The schemeis based on the CRT-code, analogously to the way Shamir'ssecret-sharing scheme [34] is based on Reed-Solomon codes.Recall that in Shamir's scheme, for parameters t < n andq > n, one is given a secret s 2 GF(q) and shares it amongn parties by uniformly selecting a degree t polynomial, p,over GF(q) with free term s, and handing p(i) to the ithparty. Clearly, any t+ 1 parties can recover the secret (byinterpolation), whereas no set of t parties obtains any infor-mation about the secret. In abstract terms, Shamir's schemeconsists of selecting a random codeword among those of acertain \label", and giving each party a block of bits in thecodeword. We can do the same in case of the CRT code,and our secret sharing scheme follows.Construction 18 (The CRT secret-sharing scheme):parameters: t < n and primes p0 < p2 < p1 < � � � < pn.sharing: To share a secret a0def= s 2 GF(p0) one does thefollowing1. uniformly selects a1 2 GF(p1),..., at 2 GF(pt);2. �nds x 2ZQti=0 pi so that x � ai (mod pi), fori = 0; 1; :::; t;3. sets the ith share to be x mod pi, for i = 1; :::;n.reconstructing: Given any t+1 shares, si1 ; :::; sit+1 , cor-responding to parties i1; :::; it+1, one reconstructs thesecret as follows1. �nds y 2ZQt+1j=1 pij so that y � sij (mod pij ),for j = 1; :::; t; t+ 1.2. recover the secret to be (y mod p0).We �rst show that the reconstruction indeed works. Con-sider x and y as computed in Step (2) of the Sharing proce-dure and Step (1) of the Reconstruction procedure, respec-tively. Clearly, y � x (mod pij ), for j = 1; :::; t; t + 1.Viewing x and y as non-negative integers, we have x <Qti=0 pi < Qt+1j=1 pij and x = y. Thus, y � x (mod pi)for every i = 0; 1; :::; t, and y � s (mod p0) follows. Onthe other hand, the �rst t shares yield no information aboutthe secret. As for other sets of upto t shares, here someinformation about the secret is leaked, but we can upperbound its amount.Proposition 19 Let s; s0 2 GF(p0), let r1; :::; rt be chosenas in Step (1) of the sharing Sharing, and let X(s) (resp.,X(s0)) denote the value computed in Step (2). Then, for

every set I � [n] of indices, the statistical di�erence between(X(s) modQi2I pi) and (X(s0) modQi2I pi) is at most2 � Qi2I piQti=1 piThus, in general, security is provided only for jIj � t � 1(rather than for jIj � t as in case of Shamir's shceme). Anadvised choice of parameters is to have pi's be of the samemagnitude and large enough so that 1=pi is negiligible in thesecurity parameter.Proof: Let us further generalize the claim and consider,for two integers K;M each relatively prime to p, the ran-domized process R :Zp 7!ZpK which maps each s 2Zpto a uniformly selected member of fr 2 ZpK : r � s(mod p)g. We are interested in the statistical di�erencebetween (R(s) mod M) and (R(s0) mod M), for the worstpossible pair s; s0 2Zp. (In our case, pdef= p0, Kdef= Qti=1 pi,R(s)def=X(s), and M �Qi2I pi.)Clearly R(s) � s+ r � p, where r is uniformly chosen inZK(and same for R(s0)). So,[R(s)]M � [s]M + [r]M � [p]M (mod M)The point is that [r]M is the only randomness in the r.h.s.,and that multiplying by [p]M is a permutation over ZM(since p is relatively prime to M). Thus, if [r]M is uni-formly distributed overZM then [R(s)]M and [R(s0)]M areidentically distributed. In general, the statistical di�erencebetween the latter is bounded by twice the statistical di�er-ence of [r]M (where r is uniformly chosen inZK) from theuniform distribution onZM. In case M divides K the sta-tistical di�erence is zero, and otherwise it is (K mod M)=Kwhich is bounded above by M=K. The claim follows.AcknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Venkatesan Guruswami for bringingthe work of [10] to our attention. We would like to thankValentine Kabanets for pointing out an error in the earlierversion of this paper.References[1] M. Ajtai. Generating hard instances of lattice prob-lems (extended abstract). STOC 1996.[2] A. Amir, R. Beigel, and W. Gasarch. Cheatable,P-terse, and P-superterse sets, manuscript, Dec. 1989.[3] S. Ar, R. Lipton, R. Rubinfeld and M. Sudan.Reconstructing algebraic functions from mixed data.SIAM Journal on Computing, 28(2):488-511, 1999.[4] E. R. Berlekamp. Algebraic Coding Theory. McGrawHill, New York, 1968.[5] E. R. Berlekamp. Bounded Distance +1 Soft-Decision Reed-Solomon Decoding. IEEE Transactionson Information Theory, 42(3):704-720, 1996.
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